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The thing at the window knows my name.
It claims to have known it before the label was even attached. The thing at
my window visits me regularly in the twilight hours, when I am so very tired
and prone to its dark suggestion.
It tries to sympathize with gauche words from an angry and thirsty
mouth. It tries to stare at me kindly with green-yellow eyes that are filled with
hatred and violent passion. The thing is cold and hollow, but still it tries to
console me when I need it (for the thing knows life is very trying on me).
It almost succeeds in comforting me, sometimes, until its nature grabs it
and impractical advice involving torture and cannibalism invariably come from
the thing, prompting me to draw the blinds on the beast.
It implores me to raise the curtains and give it another chance. But I
always tell it to come back tomorrow and to quit staining my dreams with its
own lust.
It doesn’t always come to me, though. Not every night. And I genuinely
miss it, though sleep is easier when the thing doesn’t visit.
When it does return after a brief absence, it always teases me. The thing
gets strange and cagey about where it was and what it was doing and it waits for
me to ask questions or to show a little jealously. I never do, though I am often
curious and, yes, I admit it; the thought of the thing perched at another’s
window whispering secret words in the darkness does fluster me a little inside.
The thing never seeks entry. I asked it once why it had never attempted to
put its scaly feet on the cold and shadowed floor of my bedroom. The thing said
that it felt this wasn’t appropriate; that something wicked could come from our
crossing borders in that fashion.
I asked it what it meant. The thing explained that it had watched me hack
my parents and little brother to small pieces. The thing even saw me feed those
pieces to the hogs on our quaint little farm. The pink and fat bastards would eat
anything.
And the thing was there, peering from a distance, when I taught that
Joseph Broadstone boy a lesson about bullying. Joseph’s comeuppance came near
the creek in the woods, where his skinned body is buried. I didn’t mark the
grave, but I remember exactly where it is. I can find it without even trying; like
all of the bones I have buried. I can find them all through sheer reflex.
The thing had been a spectator for all of the various lessons I had taught
the others; truancy officer, postman, solicitors. The thing saw little Amy Harlan
laugh at me and throw the flowers I had picked for her in the lake. I can still hear
that little giggle of Amy’s, and that giggle is as soft as a whisper and as sharp as
a razor. I wear Amy’s face sometimes and practice that giggle in the mirror. I say
the things that she should have said; the things that would have spared her
banishment to the clammy earth. Sans her beautiful face, of course.

Yes, life was certainly trying, sometimes. And the thing knew what could
happen if it and I weren’t separated by that window.
I would kill the thing, of course, and wear its rough skin as a costume. It
would go nicely with my other flesh suits.
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